US Abortion Restrictions on Foreign Aid and Their Impact on Free Speech and Free Association: The Helms Amendment, Siljander Amendment and the Global Gag Rule Violate International Law

I. INTRODUCTION

The United States (US) imposes restrictions on its foreign aid that limit both services and speech related to abortion. They attach to nearly all recipients of foreign aid—limiting the activities, speech, and information that can be legally provided by doctors, health professionals, experts and advocates. These restrictions violate the US’s fundamental human rights obligations to protect free speech and free association.

This brief first explains the restrictions on free speech and association imposed by the US Congress (the Helms and Siljander Amendments) and by the executive branch (the Global Gag Rule [“Gag Rule” or “GGR”]). It then details the US’s human rights obligations to respect freedom of speech and association, focusing on obligations under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). The ICCPR only allows for the restriction of these rights in narrow circumstances: where the restriction is adequately provided by law, where it serves a legitimate aim (such as national security or public health), and where the state demonstrates that the restriction is necessary and proportionate in achieving that aim. This brief demonstrates that the Helms and Siljander Amendments and the GGR all fail that strict test, and therefore violate US obligations to ensure and protect the rights to free speech and association guaranteed under international human rights law.

II. The United States Restricts Free Speech and Free Association through Congressional and Executive Measures

The Helms Amendment (“Helms”), first enacted in 1973, provides that no US funds “may be used to pay for the performance of abortions as a method of family planning or to motivate or coerce any person to practice abortions.”

The Leahy Amendment was enacted in 1994 in an attempt to clarify that the term “motivate” in the Helms Amendment “shall not be construed to prohibit the provision, consistent with local law, of information or counseling about all pregnancy options,” but it has had little effect in limiting the Helms Amendment’s prohibitions. Instead the term “motivate” has been interpreted broadly by the US government and has been used to censor neutral abortion speech and to prevent support for abortion in circumstances far beyond family planning. While the restrictions initially applied only to development assistance under Part I of the Foreign Assistance Act (development assistance), they now apply to all foreign assistance. Today these restrictions are applied as a total ban on abortion speech and services, with no exceptions for rape, incest or life endangerment, and even on humanitarian aid for girls and women raped in war.

The Helms Amendment permits organizations to use non-US funds for abortion-related activities, though they are required to maintain segregated accounts for use in those activities.

The Siljander Amendment (“Siljander”), introduced into appropriations bills in 1981, imposes restrictions on the use of abortion funds for lobbying activities. The Amendment’s restrictions originally only prohibited lobbying for abortion, but have since been amended to prohibit US funds from being “used to lobby for or against abortion.”

Siljander, like Helms, is habitually included in annual appropriations measures and applies to all foreign assistance.

The Global Gag Rule (also called the “Mexico City Policy” and now termed “Protecting Life in Global Health Assistance”) is an executive action, first taken by President Reagan in 1984, that imposes additional abortion
restrictions on non-US NGOs (“foreign NGOs” or “fNGOs”) receiving either direct support or sub-grants from certain US foreign assistance funding streams. The GGR prohibits global health assistance from being provided to fNGOs that use funding from any source to perform abortions as a method of family planning (with limited exceptions in cases of rape, incest or life endangerment) or to “actively promote abortion as a method of family planning,” which includes counseling or referring women for abortion or lobbying for abortion, including lobbying to make abortion legal in their own country. Unlike the Helms and Siljander Amendments, the GGR is imposed at the discretion of the US president and only applies to fNGOs receiving “global health” assistance, rather than all foreign assistance. The GGR does not apply directly to US NGOs, but it requires US NGOs who receive US global health assistance to include its limitations in their grants and agreements with foreign NGOs. Since 1984, the GGR has been implemented (by Republican presidents) and rescinded (by Democratic presidents) along political party lines. While under previous Republican presidents the GGR only applied to fNGOs receiving US family planning assistance, President Trump extended the GGR to apply to nearly all global health assistance funds when he reinstated it in 2017. For more information on these restrictions and the distinctions between them, see the Global Justice Center’s FAQ: How US Abortion Restrictions on Foreign Assistance, Including the Global Gag Rule, Violate Women’s Rights and Human Rights.

III. The United States is Obligated by International Human Rights Law to Protect Freedom of Speech and Free Association

The fundamental human rights to freedom of speech and free association are protected by several treaties, declarations, and other instruments. This brief focuses on the treatment of these rights under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) because it both binds the US (ratified in 1992) and is widely applicable.

The ICCPR guarantees the right to freedom of speech (Article 19) and to freedom of association with others (Article 22), which includes access to funding in order to carry out association activities. These rights are secured by obligations—ICCPR Article 2 requires that States parties adopt laws or other measures necessary to effectuate the rights to speech and association (and all other rights protected by the Covenant). These obligations are owed not only to individuals and NGOs, but also to other States parties. Importantly, rights protected under the ICCPR cannot be abridged unless very specific conditions are present. The ICCPR lays out a strict three-part test for when a state’s restrictions on these guaranteed human rights are permissible. Under the test, all restrictions on speech and association must: (1) be provided by law; (2) serve a legitimate aim; and (3) be necessary and proportional to achieving that aim.

US abortion speech and association restrictions (Helms, Siljander, and GGR) fail to meet each prong of this three-part test, violating both the freedom of speech and the freedom of association guaranteed by the ICCPR. In summary, these restrictions are not prescribed with enough clarity for providers and human rights advocates to know what conduct is allowed, they do not serve one of the legitimate aims described by the ICCPR, and they are neither necessary nor proportionate to achieving a legitimate aim. In violating rights to free speech and association, they also limit the realization of other human rights that individuals and NGOs fight to protect and make effective, including the rights to life, privacy, health, freedom from torture, cruel and degrading treatment, equal protection and non-discrimination.

IV. United States Restrictions on Abortion-Related Speech Violate the Right to Freedom of Speech Under the ICCPR

Under Article 19 of the ICCPR, everyone has the right to freedom of speech and to hold opinions without interference. This includes the “freedom to seek, receive, and impart information and ideas of all kinds” through any manner (such as speech, writing, art) or medium. Article 19 notes that restrictions on speech are permissible only in limited circumstances. Namely where they: (1) are provided by law; (2) serve a legitimate aim; and (3) are necessary and proportionate to achieve that aim.
a. US Restrictions are not “Provided by Law” Because They do not Allow Impacted Persons and Organizations to Regulate Their Conduct and Because the US Government has Unfettered Discretion in Enforcement

For a restriction to be adequately “provided by law,” the Human Rights Committee has explained that it must: (i) be accessible to the public; (ii) be formulated with precise language that allows individuals to regulate their conduct; and (iii) not allow “unfettered discretion” to those charged with its execution. US abortion speech restrictions fail requirements (ii) and (iii) because they are rendered in imprecise language that precludes individuals or NGOs from regulating their conduct and because the restrictions allow US government agencies unfettered discretion in deeming activities or speech to be compliant or noncompliant.

First, the precise language requirement means that individuals must know which of their conduct is allowed and which is prohibited. US abortion speech restrictions do no such thing. The restrictions placed on speech to “motivate,” “lobby for or against,” or “actively promote” abortion are vague and do not provide NGO grantees and individuals with sufficient precision or clarity on what speech is allowed. The precise meaning of “motivate” in the Helms Amendment remains unclear, despite the Leahy Amendment’s attempt to clarify that counseling on pregnancy options should not be considered “motivation.” The US Agency for International Development (USAID), for example, has in the past attempted to censor publications that report neutral statistics on maternal mortality, unsafe abortions and legalization in other countries – speech that falls outside the scope of the Helms Amendment. There has also been confusion as to what constitutes “lobbying” under the Siljander Amendment. The chilling effect that these restrictions have on speech is clear: studies have found that health providers and grantees are confused about prohibited activities and mistakenly believe the restrictions constitute a complete ban on all abortion activities and discussion, which includes omitting abortion as an option for women pregnant as a result of rape (which is not abortion “as a method of family planning”). The language of US abortion speech restrictions is therefore not formulated with sufficient precision that allows individuals and NGOs to regulate their conduct and activities accordingly (or put another way, to reasonably foresee the consequences of their conduct).

Second, the unfettered discretion requirement reflects the reality that laws whose limits are vague and undefined invite arbitrary or expansive enforcement by officials beyond their original intention. In particular, laws that seem arbitrarily applied by officials do not have ascertainable or predictable consequences for those subject to them. For this reason, the “law itself” must “establish the conditions under which the rights may be limited.” Again, US abortion speech restrictions fail this test. US government agencies tasked with implementation and enforcement of abortion speech restrictions have declined to put clear (and requested) guidance on the restrictions in writing, and have preferred to advise on compliance on a “case-by-case basis,” which constitutes unfettered discretion. Where agencies do provide guidance, the information provided is ambiguous at best. USAID’s 2014 “guidance” for implementing the Siljander Amendment, for example, simply reminds grantees that “determinations of compliance with legal restrictions are fact-specific” and that “at the outset of an activity, it is not always possible to identify whether a Siljander question may come up in [their] program.” It asks staff and partners to check with USAID to address questions, effectively creating a “check” on all organization activities by a funder. Furthermore, USAID’s standard contract provisions explain the Gag Rule’s requirement to not “actively promote abortion” by including a representative sample list of prohibited activities but noting that prohibited activities are “not limited to” those described, ultimately reserving discretion to deem additional activities non-compliant.

Publications from government agencies such as the State Department and USAID have done little to mitigate confusion among grantees on what speech is allowed. Instead, the aggressive over-implementation and overly broad interpretations of US abortion speech restrictions has contributed to a “chilling effect” on speech regarding the availability of abortion and the need for safe abortion services, even where legal under national and international law. The lack of consistent interpretation and sufficient guidance demonstrates the US government’s “unfettered discretion” in interpreting the restrictions, creating a “risk of arbitrary and discriminatory enforcement.” Thus, because US abortion restrictions on speech are imprecise and are enforced with arbitrary discretion, they do
not meet the requirement of “provided by law” as required by the ICCPR and thereby violate Article 19 obligations to protect the freedom of speech.

**b. US Restrictions do not Serve a “Legitimate Aim” and Instead Decrease Access to Healthcare and Impede Political Debate on the Realization of Human Rights Guarantees**

The second prong of the test for permissible restrictions on speech requires that any limitation on speech serve a legitimate aim.\(^{39}\) Article 19 explicitly establishes that the only two aims that can justify restricting speech are: (i) respect of the rights or reputations of others; or (ii) the protection of national security, public order, public health or morals.\(^{40}\) The onus is on the State party to demonstrate that one of these aims is duly met.\(^{41}\)

The US has not provided a “legitimate aim” to justify its restrictions on abortion-related speech. Instead, the imposition of the restrictions is both reactionary and unrelated to the ICCPR’s stated legitimate aims. The Helms Amendment, for example, was enacted to limit the use of US resources for abortion in the wake of the US Supreme Court’s recognition in *Roe v. Wade* that abortion was a fundamentally protected constitutional right.\(^{42}\) Similarly “illegitimate,” President Reagan first described the Global Gag Rule in Mexico City in 1984 in the context of economic development and population policies, proclaiming in contrast to human rights recognitions and public health findings that “the US does not consider abortion an acceptable element of family planning programs.”\(^{43}\) These objectives do not fit within the limited aims described by Article 19 for permissibly regulating the freedom of speech.

In fact, US abortion speech restrictions do the exact opposite of the legitimate aim of respecting the rights of others.\(^{44}\) Limiting access to abortion, whether through restrictive laws or curbing available services, does not affect abortion rates, but does adversely affect the number of unsafe abortions and the rate of maternal mortality.\(^{45}\) The World Health Organization has found that 97% of the estimated 25 million unsafe abortions that occur each year are in developing countries, and that between 4.7–13.2% of maternal deaths are attributable to unsafe abortion.\(^{46}\) By limiting the provision of safe abortion-related services and counseling,\(^{47}\) US restrictions have been shown to decrease women’s access to necessary healthcare and medical treatment.\(^{48}\) Thus, despite the GGR’s new formal name—“Protecting Life in Global Health Assistance”—it is still the same deadly policy.

Beyond the two explicit aims contained in Article 19, the Human Rights Committee has further noted that restrictions are impermissible where they “impede political debate,” or withhold “information of legitimate public interest that does not harm national security[.]”\(^{49}\)

US abortion speech restrictions do both. The restrictions are included as standard clauses in contracts between USAID and foreign governments, requiring those foreign governments to apply abortion speech restrictions to all “democracy and governance activities that will support constitutional or any health-related legislative reform.”\(^{50}\) In its guidance for implementing the Siljander Amendment, USAID reminded staff that “the subject of abortion can come up in non-health contexts, such as constitutional or other legislative reform.”\(^{51}\) The Global Gag Rule prohibits “[l]obbying a foreign government to legalize or make available” or “continue the legality of abortion as a method of family planning,” and prohibits organizations from “[c]onducting a public information campaign in foreign countries regarding the benefits and/or availability of abortion as a method of family planning.”\(^{52}\) These prohibitions impede access to information and political debate that might otherwise allow countries to comply with recommendations made by international human rights bodies to decriminalize and improve access to abortion services and advance public health outcomes in their own countries.\(^{53}\) By limiting the dissemination of research regarding unsafe abortions and maternal mortality\(^{44}\) and limiting advocacy for legislative or policy changes that would allow other states to bring their domestic legal framework in line with human rights provisions, the US abortion speech restrictions impede political debate and withhold information of legitimate public interest in violation of the ICCPR.

Since US abortion speech restrictions do not fall within the express aims contained in Article 19, and owing to the fact that the restrictions in fact harm public health, impede public debate, and withhold information in the public’s interest, they fail to serve a legitimate aim sufficient to justify a restriction of the freedom of speech under the ICCPR.
c. US Restrictions are not “Necessary” nor “Proportionate” to Achieving a Legitimate Aim Under the ICCPR

Under the test’s third prong for permissible abrogations of speech, any restrictions on the right to free speech must be “necessary and proportionate” to achieve a legitimate aim. That is, in addition to proving that a limitation on speech is pursuant to a “legitimate aim” (prong 2), must also prove to be necessary and proportional.\(^5\) Other ICCPR rights subject to the same three-part test as well as the European Convention use the phrase “necessary in a democratic society,” which highlights the centrality and importance of the freedom of speech to achieve and protect other human rights.\(^5\)

Human rights bodies and courts have used several different assessments in order to determine whether a restriction is “necessary.” First, the Human Rights Committee has stated that a restriction “violates the test of necessity if the protection could be achieved in other ways that do not restrict freedom of expression.”\(^5\) Even if a legitimate aim is established, therefore, a state restricting speech must prove that there are no less intrusive means by which to achieve that aim.\(^5\) Second, regional courts have considered whether restrictions were “adequate” or “relevant and sufficient,” criteria that examine the connection between the end (protection of a legitimate aim) and the means (the restriction).\(^5\) The Human Rights Committee has similarly stated that restrictions must be “appropriate to achieve their protective function” or “directly related to the specific need on which they are predicated.”\(^5\) Third, the necessity inquiry includes ensuring that restrictions comply with the principle of proportionality. Proportionality protects against overbroad restrictions on speech and takes into account the form of expression, as the ICCPR places especially high value on speech surrounding debates about public and political issues and figures and speech made in defense of human rights.\(^5\) Proportionality compares the harm inflicted by restricting speech against the identified interest protected.\(^5\) In summary, restrictions are not “necessary” if there are less intrusive ways to achieve that aim, if the means imposed (the restrictions themselves) are not directly connected to achieving a legitimate aim, or if the harm caused by the restriction is disproportionate to the interest protected.

The abortion speech restrictions imposed by Helms, Siljander, and GGR are not “necessary” under the ICCPR’s standards because they are not the least intrusive means through which to achieve a legitimate aim, they are not directly connected to achieving such an aim, and the harm they cause to women’s health and the democratic process is disproportionate to any purported US government interest protected by the restrictions. As noted above, the US has not articulated a legitimate aim under the ICCPR as justification for restricting abortion speech, so it is difficult to examine whether the restrictions are directly connected to that legitimate aim and whether they are the least intrusive way to achieve it. To better explain the necessity test, however, this section assumes a legitimate aim has been asserted.

First, US restrictions on abortion-related speech are not the least intrusive means through which to achieve a legitimate aim. While the Global Gag Rule, for example, began as an expression of President Reagan’s family planning policy and therefore applied only to family planning assistance, the Trump administration has expanded the restrictions to apply to all global health assistance, which includes aid in health programs unrelated to family planning, such as those that target HIV/AIDS, child health, malaria, and global health security, among others.\(^6\) In addition, the Helms and Siljander Amendments apply to all foreign assistance and have, for example, been used to censor speech around constitutional reform.\(^6\) Preventing speech on “abortion as a method of family planning” in places where the US is not involved in family planning assistance exemplifies the overbroad application of US abortion speech restrictions beyond their stated family planning objectives and is contrary to international human rights law.\(^6\)

Second, the US abortion speech restrictions are not directly connected to achieving a legitimate aim. As described above, they are not effective at reducing the rate of abortion or improving the health of women—on the contrary, abortion rates have remained largely unchanged in the developing world in the past decade, and women’s access to necessary healthcare decreases when the Global Gag Rule is re-imposed.\(^6\) Specifically in noting the ineffectiveness of similar injunctions in reducing abortion rates, the European Court of Human Rights has held that prohibiting information about safe abortion violated free speech under the European Convention.\(^6\) Further, rather than being “necessary,” the political nature of the Global Gag Rule (rescinded by US presidents along party lines
by executive order) illustrates that even the US government does not consistently consider speech restrictions to be related to any goal.

Third, the restriction on abortion-related speech imposed by Helms, Siljander, and the Global Gag Rule creates a harm that is far disproportionate to any interest it protects. The freedom of speech is recognized as a cornerstone of democratic societies, and the debate and accountability it fosters is essential to achieving other ICCPR rights. Beyond simply preventing counseling by medical professionals about abortion as an option, US restrictions also prevent debate about neutral statistics on the rate of unsafe abortion and maternal mortality, as well as debate about amending domestic law to comply with international human rights obligations related to abortion. In doing so, US abortion speech restrictions harm the domestic democratic processes of other countries by preventing the free and open discussion of abortion as a right and preventing the discussion of legislative changes that might make that right effective. Hypocritically, the US domestically recognizes the right to abortion as a fundamental right, but prevents its recognition as such abroad through these restrictions. These are clear violations of the prohibition on using speech restrictions to limit debate on issues of public interest and the advocacy of human rights. The impact inflicted by US abortion speech restrictions is severe—they threaten women’s health and limit freedoms that are fundamental to democratic societies. This impact is disproportionate to any US government interest sought to be protected.

A specific example of the harmful impact of US abortion restrictions can be seen in Kenya’s attempt to address its public health crisis resulting from high rates of unsafe abortion. Kenya has a disproportionately high fatality rate compared to neighboring countries due to unsafe abortions, with up to 35% of maternal deaths attributable to unsafe abortions, and abortion rates remaining unchanged within the last decade. To address this issue, the 2010 Kenyan Constitution made abortion legal where “in the opinion of a trained health professional, there is need for emergency treatment, or the life or health of the mother is in danger, or if permitted by any other written law.” The Kenyan Ministry of Health issued guidelines in 2012 in order to help healthcare providers implement this constitutional right and to increase access to quality abortion care where legal under the Constitution. In a 2013 study, the Ministry deemed it “critical” and “urgent” to implement these guidelines and to increase access to and information regarding contraceptives and safe abortion in order to reduce incidences of unsafe abortion. In 2013, USAID’s Kenya mission emailed Kenyan grantees advising them not to attend a meeting convened by the Ministry of Health because the meeting’s purpose—“to discuss a strategy to reduce maternal mortality in Kenya”—would likely include a reproductive health discussion and therefore attending the meeting fell “under restricted activities” of the Helms and Siljander Amendments. The next day, the Ministry of Health withdrew the 2012 guidelines, and soon after directed providers to stop safe abortion trainings, despite abortion where the mother’s health is in danger remaining a constitutional right in Kenya. In Kenya, therefore, US abortion speech restrictions prevented foreign governments and civil society partners from engaging in necessary political speech activities about issues of public importance in their own country.

In summary, none of the US abortion speech restrictions demonstrate that limiting speech on the availability of legal healthcare or on issues of public debate in other countries is the least intrusive way to achieve a legitimate aim, directly related to that aim, or proportionate to the interest protected.

Overall, US abortion speech restrictions conflict with each requirement of the test for valid restriction of the right to freedom of speech under international law. First, their language remains vague and their consequences unclear to the point where they are not “provided by law.” The US government has created a chilling effect on abortion-related speech through overbroad application of these restrictions and by failing to clarify what speech and activities are allowed, preventing individuals and NGOs from knowing how to regulate their conduct. Second, the restrictions do not serve a legitimate aim, and negatively affect public health by limiting access to safe abortion services and information. Lastly, they are not necessary in a democratic society, and are instead ineffective at achieving any legitimate aim, limit democratic debate on the availability of and access to a human right and are disproportionate because their harm outweighs any US interest protected.
V. US Abortion Restrictions Violate the Freedom of Association Under the ICCPR

Article 22 of the ICCPR states that everyone has the right to freely associate with others.\textsuperscript{76} This includes not only the right to form an association, but also the right of an association to carry out its statutory activities.\textsuperscript{77} Article 22’s protections extend to all activities of an association, which includes an NGO’s right to access funding, as the ability to “secure and use resources is essential to the existence and effective operations of any association.”\textsuperscript{78} International law does not distinguish between sources of funding, so associations have the right to seek funding from domestic, foreign and international sources alike.\textsuperscript{79}

Restrictions on the freedom of association, including those on an NGOs ability to access funding and resources, must adhere to the same basic requirements as restrictions on the freedom of speech under the ICCPR. Under Article 22 of the ICCPR, restrictions on the freedom of association, like those on freedom of speech, are only permitted when they: (1) are provided by law; (2) have a legitimate aim; and (3) are necessary in a democratic society and proportionate to achieve that aim.\textsuperscript{80}

The funding limitations imposed by US abortion restrictions do not comply with the test established by the ICCPR because they are not “provided by law” with enough clarity for NGOs to pursue their activities accordingly, they do not pursue a legitimate aim, and neither are they necessary in a democratic society nor proportionate to a legitimate aim.

To avoid onerous repetition, the following sections highlight the specific and unique ways US abortion restrictions fail Article 22’s requirements—however it must be noted that the facts rendering the US in violation of Article 19’s speech requirements can equally be made here in relation to Article 22 and freedom of association.

a. US Funding Restrictions on Association are not “Provided by Law” Because They are Unclear and Inconsistently Applied

In order to be permissible under the first prong of the ICCPR’s test, restrictions on the freedom of association must be “provided by law.”\textsuperscript{81} This has been interpreted to mean that abridgements on protected association activities must be accessible to the public and understandable to allow those affected to regulate their conduct.\textsuperscript{82} Finally, restrictions are to be applied consistently in order to ensure fairness and transparency.\textsuperscript{83}

US funding restrictions on association are highly confusing and do not allow for protected persons or NGOs to know which conduct is permitted and which is prohibited. The use of the terms “motivate” and “actively promote” do not provide sufficient guidance about what activities or associations are permitted versus prohibited. Indeed, studies show that parties subjected to US abortions restrictions are unclear about prohibited activities and mistakenly believe the restrictions constitute a complete ban on all abortion activities and associations.\textsuperscript{84} Further, the continued misinterpretation of the Helms Amendment’s language by USAID and the over-insertion of abortion-restrictive language in US funding contracts show the restrictions’ capricious application and enforcement.\textsuperscript{85} Thus, US restrictions on abortion related association are not “provided by law” in a manner that satisfies the first prong of the ICCPR’s test.

b. US Funding Restrictions on Association do not Serve a “Legitimate Aim” Under the ICCPR

The second prong of the test for permissible restrictions on association requires that the state act to serve a legitimate aim.\textsuperscript{86} The ICCPR specifically states there are only three legitimate aims when restricting association: (i) protecting the rights/freedoms of others; (ii) acting in the interest of national security/public order; or (iii) protecting public health/morals.\textsuperscript{87} The Special Rapporteur on the rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and association has noted that neither the protection of national values nor the desire to ensure the “effectiveness” of aid are legitimate aims.\textsuperscript{88} The Special Rapporteur has further explained that even if funding restrictions were enacted to pursue a legitimate aim, “misinterpretations by Governments of ownership or harmonization principles
to require associations to align themselves with Governments’ priorities contradict one of the most important aspects of freedom of association, namely that individuals can freely associate for any legal purpose.”

The US has not provided a “legitimate aim” to justify its restrictions on abortion-related associations. Far from an attempt at protecting rights, national security or public health, the Helms Amendment was a conservative reaction to the US Supreme Court’s Roe v. Wade decision. Similarly, the GGR was put in place because “the US does not consider abortion an acceptable element of family planning programs.” These objectives do not fit within the limited aims described by Article 22 for permissibly regulating the freedom of association.

Further, abortion restrictions are directly deleterious to public health—having been shown to increase unsafe abortion rates and decrease women’s access to necessary healthcare and medical treatment.

The US has tried to justify the Global Gag Rule and other similar restrictions on the basis of aid effectiveness and government policy priorities. However, as the Special Rapporteur explicitly noted, these are not legitimate aims. Funding restrictions violate an NGO’s right to freedom of association by curbing access to resources they need to exist and operate as an organization. When an NGO is not allowed to seek and secure funding, it also loses its ability to provide essential services in line with its mission and to advocate for human rights and is forced to align with US priorities.

For these reasons, US restrictions on abortion do not serve a legitimate aim and fail the second prong of the ICCPR’s test.

c. US Funding Restrictions on Association are Neither “Necessary” to a Democratic Society nor “Proportionate” to a Legitimate Aim

The final prong of the test for permissible restrictions on association requires that abrogations of the right be necessary for a democratic society and proportionate to a legitimate aim (for more discussion on what constitutes a “legitimate aim” see above).

First, the US funding restrictions on association are not necessary to a democratic society. To be “necessary,” limitations must be the least restrictive means to achieve the desired legitimate objective. The US abortion restrictions are not the least intrusive means to achieving a legitimate aim. As noted above, there is no “legitimate aim” to which these restrictions are serving. Further, the vagueness of the terms “motivate,” “lobbying,” and “actively promote” in Helms, Siljander, and the GGR and the general confusion regarding what activities and speech is allowed have led to a chilling effect on grantees’ activities and self-censorship beyond what is required by the restrictions, as NGOs fear their activities being characterized as “promoting” abortion.

Second, the US funding restrictions on association are not proportionate to achieving a legitimate aim. Again, there is no “legitimate aim” that the restrictions are aiming for. On the contrary, the funding restrictions applied by Helms, Siljander and the GGR have negatively impacted global healthcare and services far beyond counseling, advising, or performing abortion. One 2011 study found that the GGR actually increased abortion rates in sub-Saharan Africa, in large part because organizations supporting family planning and contraceptive access had to reduce their programming as a result of declining funding from the US. Family planning clinics and healthcare providers have been forced to cut services or close, and clients have lost access to contraceptives and HIV prevention screenings. In addition to limiting services, these restrictions limit the pursuit and distribution of information of public interest because they affect the use of research conducted to address public health issues including maternal morality and abortion. US funding restrictions on association can prevent civil society organizations from engaging in the political process in their countries when abortion is at issue, and can also prevent foreign governments from funding abortion-related activities if they accept US government funding. These are serious infringements on the freedom of association that extend to the realization of other human rights—from speech to health to non-discrimination.

The burden placed on organizations subject to US funding restrictions is also disproportionate to any interest protected. To comply with US abortion funding restrictions, organizations are required to adopt onerous
procedures, including training and monitoring compliance of their partners and subgrantees (under the GGR) and segregating their funds (under the Helms Amendment).\textsuperscript{102} These procedures have the effect of chilling speech beyond required activities because grantees fear being found out of compliance, which can result in contract termination and a requirement to pay back funds that many NGOs can ill afford.\textsuperscript{103} The high burden and risk these procedures and unclear requirements place on organizations was noted in the US State Department’s recent review of the Global Gag Rule and its implementation.\textsuperscript{104} This burden is comparable to those created by lengthy or arbitrary registration requirements, which have been found to violate the freedom of association in international law.\textsuperscript{105}

Restricting the ability of NGOs to access and use funding from other sources violates the right to freedom of association guaranteed by Article 22 of the ICCPR because it prevents organizations engaged in abortion speech and activities from securing resources essential to their operation. These restrictions are not adequately provided by law, do not serve a legitimate aim, and are not necessary in a democratic society. Instead, they discriminate against organizations working on certain human rights issues, limit participation in the democratic process by those organizations, restrict democratic debate about how best to achieve human rights obligations in other countries, and inhibit the study and provision of necessary health services.

VI. Conclusion: US Abortion Speech Restrictions Violate the Freedom of Speech and Freedom of Association Under International Law

The US is obligated under the ICCPR and other international human rights instruments to respect the rights of individuals and organizations to freedom of speech and association, including the right to access funding to carry out association activities. Abortion-related restrictions imposed by the Helms and Siljander Amendments, and by the Global Gag Rule, violate these human rights and impermissibly restrict abortion-related speech and activities in contravention to the requirements of international law.

Under international law, restrictions on speech and association are only allowed under limited circumstances: when they are provided by law, pursue a legitimate aim, and are necessary in a democratic society. Restrictions under Helms, Siljander, and the Global Gag Rule fail each prong of this strict test and therefore violate both the freedom of speech and association requirements of the ICCPR. US abortion restrictions are not provided by law with enough clarity to allow individuals and organizations subject to them to know which speech and activities remain allowed. The US government itself has noted the remaining confusion in this area and studies of the restrictions’ implementation have found that they create a chilling effect on speech and activities that remain legal (such as abortion in cases of threat to life, rape or incest) and are over-enforced by US agencies. The restrictions have not been enacted to pursue a legitimate aim, such as national security or public health, and on the contrary negatively affect public health by decreasing access to necessary healthcare even beyond abortion. Lastly, the restrictions are not “necessary” to achieving a legitimate aim as they are ineffective at lowering abortion rates, are overly intrusive, and disproportionately infringe on the rights to free speech and association. They impermissibly limit the democratic process, including by limiting debate on amending national law to comply with international human rights obligations on non-discriminatory access to care and the right to health. They have been applied to all global health assistance (Gag Rule) and all foreign assistance (Helms and Siljander) and are therefore far out of proportion to any stated family-planning objectives (though those objectives are not legitimate aims under the ICCPR).

The restrictions on abortion-related speech and funding imposed by Helms, Siljander and the Global Gag Rule limit the work of doctors, health professionals, experts, advocates and others and prevent the realization of other human rights in violation of international law. Abortion censorship created by funding restrictions on speech, public debate, legislative reform and advocacy on a particular human rights issue “violate[s] the key democratic principles of ‘pluralism, tolerance, and broadmindedness.’” By restricting abortion-related activities, speech and financial resources, the US has violated its fundamental obligations under international law to ensure free speech and association.
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